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Key Observations of Oct 2022 

The month witnessed a strong recovery, followed by the Sep quarterly results, which was fueled by the strong numbers from the banking and auto sector. Overall the INDEX 

has registered a strong bull candle closing at the month's high. Sector-wise Banking and Auto were positive whereas the IT sector registered negative numbers because of 

margin pressure, followed by FMCG which was mix review and cement counter posted negative nos. However the PSU banks and private banks and selected IT stocks kept 

the market mood positive, lastly FII exiting their short position on the monthly expiry day and adding longs was one of the key observations for the bullish candle formation. 

Few stocks which can give a good return for this calendar year can be SUNDRAMFAST, MAHINDRACIE, ASHOKLEY, BHARATFORG, KOLTEPATIL, INDHOTEL, MAHINDRA HOLIDAYS & 

RESORTS INDIA LIMITED, CLEAN LIFE SCIENCE, MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA, HDFCLIFE, AMIORG, SONACOMS, SBILIFE, COROMANDEL, JUBLFOOD, & TATACHEM. 
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Nifty Technical Data 

Monthly Closing  18012 
Monthly High  18022 
Monthly Low  16855 
Monthly Bias:    Positive 
Support Level: 16900 16200 
Resistance Level: 19000 19800 

Moving Averages 
50 DSMA  17505 
200 DSMA  16994 
200 WEEK MOVING AVG.  13804 

 

Nifty Outlook for the Month of November 2022 

CNX nifty started the month near its previous month's low and continued to trade with higher top higher bottom formation. Overall MOM the 

INDEX was up by +5.37% at 18,012.20 levels. OCT was the highest monthly close with a strong bull candle.  

Technically, we have seen a buying candle in the month of July after which we saw a rally towards 17,992 levels; however with a breather 

month in Sep., we have seen a strong recovery in the Oct. month, followed by highest monthly close. For the coming trading month, we 

maintain a strong positive bias and look forward to its all-time high levels being taken out @ 18604.45 levels. However the technical target is 

poised within the range of 1200-1300 from 18,000 levels, whereas on the lower side Sep. month low, which is also the swing low at 16,747, will 

act as a strong demand zone, we maintain a positive bias for the month with the stock specific buying strategies. 

From the flows side, FII's net outflow was Rs. 489.06 crores in the domestic equities market compared to the previous month when they were 

sellers of Rs. 18308.30 crores. While on the other hand, Domestic Institutional Investors (DIIs) were buyers in the month of October 2022. DIIs 

were net buyers of Rs. 9276.97 crores compared to the previous month where they were a net buyer of Rs. 14119.75 crores.  

On the Sectorial front out of 15 major sectors, 12 Sectors closed in the green while 3 sectors saw a bearish close. The best performing sector 

was PSU BANK @ 15.56%, PRIVATE BANK @ 6.33%, NIFTY IT @ 6.47%, while major looser was CONSUMER @ -0.58%, FMCG @ -0.25%. 
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Bank Nifty Outlook for the Month of November 2022 

On the monthly chart, Bank Nifty outperformed and closed with a gain of 6.93%. During the start of the month, initially, INDEX made a 

low at 37,963 levels, however strong buying with a higher high prices action registered the monthly high at 41,530 levels.  

Technically, the bank nifty have traded within the high low range of its previous month's body and closed at the month high, suggesting 

the strong bullish candle close, however in the monthly chart the swing high was registered at the 41,840 level, hence we believe that as 

and when these levels will be taken out, bank nifty will witness fresh leg of buying 

As per the chart pattern during the month Bank Nifty have respected its previous month’s low at 37,386 levels so 37,000 may act as 

strong support. Bias for the bank nifty remains sideways to bullish, hence any declines ahead of RBI monetary policy may find support 

near 40000 levels so one can use buy on declines strategy. Additionally, the INDEX is trading above all its short and medium-term 

moving averages like 50 /100 /200 SMA which is a positive sign. For the coming month, 39800 and 37000 would be strong support zone 

while on the upside; resistance would be at 43900 and 45500 levels. 

Kindly Note: Investors can accumulate quality value picks systematically but be selective and try to stick with market leaders 

BANKBARODA–CUB-FEDRALBANK-INDUSINDBANK -ICICIBANK-SBIN-AXISBANK. 

Bank Nifty Outlook  

Short Term Positive 
  
Medium Term Positive 
  
Long Term Positive 

 

Bank Nifty Technical Data 

Monthly Closing  41307 

Monthly High  41530 
Monthly Low  37963 

Monthly Bias:    Positive 
Support Level: 39800 37000 

Resistance Level: 43900 45500 

Moving Averages 
50 DSMA  39725 
200 DSMA  36980 
200 WEEK MOVING AVG.  31389 

 

Banking Sector Performer 

Top Outperformer 
BANKBARODA 

FEDRALBANK 

  

Top Underperformer 
KOTAKBANK 

BANDHANBANK 

 

Bank Nifty Monthly Chart 
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